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Abstract
This work proposes an extension of Bing Liu’s aspect-based opinion min-
ing approach in order to apply it to the tourism domain. The extension
concerns with the fact that users refer differently to different kinds of prod-
ucts when writing reviews on the Web. Since Liu’s approach is focused on
physical product reviews, it could not be directly applied to the tourism do-
main, which presents features that are not considered by the model. Through
a detailed study of on-line tourism product reviews, we found these features
and then model them in our extension, proposing the use of new and more
complex NLP-based rules for the tasks of subjective and sentiment classifi-
cation at the aspect-level. We also entail the task of opinion visualization
and summarization and propose new methods to help users digest the vast
availability of opinions in an easy manner. Our work also included the de-
velopment of a generic architecture for an aspect-based opinion mining tool,
which we then used to create a prototype and analyze opinions from Tri-
pAdvisor in the context of the tourism industry in Los Lagos, a Chilean
administrative region also known as the Lake District. Results prove that
our extension is able to perform better than Liu’s model in the tourism do-
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main, improving both Accuracy and Recall for the tasks of subjective and
sentiment classification. Particularly, the approach is very effective in de-
termining the sentiment orientation of opinions, achieving an F-measure of
92% for the task. However, on average, the algorithms were only capable
of extracting 35% of the explicit aspect expressions, using a non-extended
approach for this task. Finally, results also showed the effectiveness of our
design when applied to solving the industry’s specific issues in the Lake Dis-
trict, since almost 80% of the users that used our tool considered that our
tool adds valuable information to their business.
Keywords: aspect-based, opinion mining, tourism, product reviews
1. Introduction
With the inception of the Web 2.0 and the explosive growth of social net-
works, enterprises and individuals are increasingly using the content in these
media to make better decisions [29, 39]. For instance, tourists check opin-
ions and experiences published by other travelers on different Web platforms
when planning their own vacations. On the other hand, for organizations,
the vast amount of information available publicly on the Web could make
polls, focus groups and some similar techniques an unnecessary requirement
in market research.
However, due to the amount of available opinionated text, users are of-
ten overwhelmed with information when trying to analyze Web opinions. So
far, many authors have tacked the problem of human limitation to process
big amounts of information and extract consensus opinions [35] from a large
number of sources relying on data-mining-based tools. Considering a similar
problem, this work is an effort to create a tool that offers a set of summariza-
tion methods and help users digest in an easy manner the vast availability
of opinions in the tourism domain. The core of our system is a novel ex-
tension of Bing Liu’s aspect-based opinion mining methodology, which was
developed by us in order to apply Liu’s ideas to the tourism domain.
This extension is concerned with the fact that users refer differently to
different kinds of products when writing reviews on the Web. Concretely,
consider a generic product, which refers to the conceptual commodity pro-
duced by an industry [32]. Most of the authors, including Kotler [18], tend
to classify these generic products using two categories, physical goods and
intangible services. To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing works
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in this topic, including Liu’s, are focused only on physical product reviews.
In these kinds of reviews, users generally go straight to the point and talk
directly about the product features they liked or did not like. Furthermore,
few people will care about issues like who has designed or manufactured the
product. However, for other kinds of products, different phenomena occur.
Works like [6] have already discussed the importance of the domain in
the field of opinion mining. For instance, [40] indicates that when a per-
son writes a movie review, he probably comments not only movie elements,
but also movie-related people. However, few authors have focused into the
field of tourism products like restaurants, which provide a physical good (the
food) but also services in the form of ambience and the setting. A detailed
study of on-line tourism product reviews revealed the most prominent fea-
tures appearing on this domain, which we then capture and model in our
extension. In general terms, we realized that users tend to tell stories about
their experiences when writing these reviews, using longer and more complex
sentences. The following example, taken from a real review in TripAdvisor,
is intended to introduce the features that we will later focus on.
“We had a lot of trouble finding the place, but after a while we finally
made it. When we arrived to the hotel, it looked really good and only after
trying several rooms we discovered the whole hotel was really mouldy in the
interior. I barely had enough room to move around the 2 very small/short
twin beds and the bathroom was smaller than most standard closets.”
In the first place, a lot of sentences include multiple mentions of the
product that is being reviewed or also of any of its features and components.
On the other hand, a lot of sentences contain no opinions, also mentioning
objects that do not correspond to attributes or components of the reviewed
product. These sentences are usually explanations of the writer’s experience
and help to elaborate the story is being told. Finally, we realized that tourists
might use many different and complex expressions to refer to the features or
subcomponents of the reviewed product.
Therefore, the contributions of this paper are mainly three. First, to the
best of our knowledge existing approaches do not address the special issues
detected in the tourism domain, so we developed a model for aspect-based
opinion mining that specially considers these features. This extension also
included the development of new summarization and visualization methods
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that give insights about the customer preferences of each reviewed product.
Our idea is based on the well known proposals of Lancaster in [20], which
state that customer preferences about a product are intrinsically related to
its features. The proposal is that discovering what these features are and
defining how customers feel about these features will undoubtedly lead to a
better comprehension of preferences, conceived as an evaluative judgment in
the sense of liking or disliking an object [31].
Secondly, as a result of the analysis of the domain, we created special
corpora or datasets that help portraying the features of the mentioned do-
main. We also use these datasets for the evaluation of the proposed models
for opinion aspect-based mining. Finally, our work also included the devel-
opment of a generic architecture for an aspect-based opinion mining tool,
which we used to create a prototype to analyze opinions from TripAdvisor
in the context of the tourism industry in Los Lagos, a Chilean administra-
tive region also known as the Lake District. Our system was intended to
help users understand the attitude and the overall appreciation of Web users
in the tourism domain by easily finding and extracting relevant subjective
information from customer reviews published in TripAdvisor.
The rest of this paper is structured in the following manner. In first place,
we discuss related state-of-the-art techniques and applications in section 2.
Later, in section 3, we do a complete revision of Bing Liu’s ideas, which
served as inspiration of this work. Then, we introduce our extension in
section 4 and our system architecture in section 5. After, we present the
results of our experiments and application, in section 6. Finally, section 7
details conclusions and proposed future work.
2. Related Work
Opinion mining or sentiment analysis comprises an area of NLP, compu-
tational linguistics and text mining, and refers to a set of techniques that
deals with data about opinions and tries to obtain valuable information from
them. As stated in [21], the literature offers two main approaches, aspect-
based and non-aspect-based opinion mining. Aspect-based opinion mining
techniques divide input texts into aspects, also called features or subtopics
in literature, that usually correspond to arbitrary topics considered impor-
tant or representative of the text that is being analyzed. The aspect-based
approach is very popular and many authors have developed their own per-
spectives and models. Examples of them are [23], [30], [1], [7], [19], [33], [40]
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and [38].
Based on an extensive revision of the state-of-the-art approaches and
tools, we concluded that Bing Liu’s ideas were probably the most compre-
hensive models on the topic of aspect-based opinion mining. For that reason,
his ideas were used here by us as inspiration. In general, our work is based
on the ideas summarized by Liu in [21], which includes a review of the state-
of-the-art models, with special attention to his ideas. Most these ideas had
already been discussed in the corresponding papers by Liu and his colleagues.
Our approach is different from Liu’s ideas since it is domain focused; intended
to perform well with tourism product reviews. Other reviews of the state-of-
the-art opinion mining techniques can be found in [16], [28] and [24].
Other related work includes [37], which proposes an approach for aspect-
based opinion mining based on modified versions of Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA), similar to what is proposed in the pioneer paper [33]. These ap-
proaches are unsupervised topic-based document modeling techniques, which
model an input document as a mixture of topics. A good example of this
proposal can be found in [9], where authors present a framework for trend
modeling and detection on the Web, based on the fusion of freely available
information. In this context, our work lies on a radically different paradigm,
as the former consists in identifying the aspects reviewed in a piece of text
based on a bag-of-words model of the document, rather than extracting in-
dividual feature mentions and their related opinions [6]. Therefore, our work
is not directly comparable to these kind of works.
On the other hand, it’s also possible to mention [6], which analyzes the
importance of the domain in opinion mining. On the paper, the authors show
that different topics have completely different features and issues. They also
developed a system that that by the means of human intervention by gener-
ating annotated corpora for each domain, is capable of performing well across
different domains. Regarding this, our work acknowledges the differences be-
tween domains that is discussed in the paper, but rather than proposing a
general model that works for all the domains, we focus on the tourism do-
main in order to solve its specific issues. Also, our system does not require
any training datasets and only a small amount of human support.
Finally, one last related topic is the set of so-called concept-level senti-
ment analysis approaches. These approaches focus on a semantic analysis of
text through the use of Web ontologies or semantic networks, which allow the
aggregation of conceptual and affective information associated with natural
language opinions [4, 12, 11]. The concept-level approach is directly related to
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the bag-of-concepts model which is usually considered to he able to represent
semantics associated with natural language text much better than bags-of-
words. Current approaches of this kind mainly leverage on existing affective
knowledge that helps understanding the semantics behind bag-of-concepts,
such as WordNet. Indeed, [5] presents an API for concept-level sentiment
analysis which provides semantics and sentics associated with 15,000 natural
language concepts. Concept-level also includes high-level tasks such as do-
main adaptation, opinion summarization and multimodal sentiment analysis
- analysis based on linguistic, audio, and visual features. In this context, our
work is based only on linguistic features and does not use any external source
of knowledge.
Regarding existing applications of opinion mining, since the topic has
attracted the attention of many research fields, many tools exist so far. A
considerable number of these applications consider Twitter as a source of
opinionated documents, such as Sentiment 140 1 and TweetFeel2. On the
other hand, Socialmention3 offers a social media search and analysis platform
that aggregates user-generated content from different social media sources.
Our approach is different from all these applications since it is aspect-based
and analyzes opinions at the sentence level.
In addition, there are a significant number of applications that mine
sources that contain product reviews, such as the mentioned TripAdvisor
and VirtualTourist (for tourism products) or Amazon and C|Net. Examples
of these applications are the Lexalytics Salience Engine4 and Nebular [27].
These applications process opinionated documents and generally offer text
summaries as output, lacking other visualization methods. In this area, our
tool is different since it offers novel and intuitive graphic summaries of opin-
ions. These summaries are intended to provide users a way of processing the
vast amount of information available in social media about tourism products.
Lastly, we also found OpinionEQ5, which offers an approach that seems very
similar to ours. However, OpinionEQ is not proposed as an application but
rather as a service.
1http://twittersentiment.appspot.com
2http://www.tweetfeel.com
3http://www.socialmention.com
4http://library.lexalytics.com/content/opinion_mining
5http://www.opinioneq.com
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3. Background
In this section, we explain Bing Liu’s models and ideas, which served as
inspiration for our approach. The intention is to make it easier to understand
how our proposals extend Liu’s models and how they are tailored for the
tourism domain. To start, let us first discuss Liu’s approach in general terms.
We see that Liu proposes that opinions are 5-tuples [21], composed of the
following parts.
(1) An entity : Proposed to denote the opinion objective or, in other words,
what is being evaluated by the opinion. An entity can contain a set
of components and attributes and, similarly, each entity component can
have its own subcomponents and attributes. Finally, an entity can be
decomposed into a tree or hierarchy of subattributes and subcomponents.
(2) An aspect : Because it is difficult to study an entity at an arbitrary
hierarchy level, this hierarchy is simplified to one or two levels, denoting
as aspect every component or attribute of the entity. In this way, the
root of the hierarchy or tree becomes the entity itself, each leaf is an
aspect and links are part-of relationships.
(3) The Sentiment orientation, considering that opinions express a positive
or negative sentiment about what they evaluate.
(4) The Opinion holder, which corresponds to the user (a person, an enter-
prise, etc.) that gives the opinion.
(5) Time: Time and date when the opinion was given.
In this manner, opinions are considered to be a positive or negative view,
attitude, emotion or appraisal about an entity or an aspect of that entity
from an opinion holder in a specific time. The following concepts are also
introduced:
• Entity expression: Corresponds to the actual word or phrase written
by the user to denote or indicate an entity. As a result, entities are
then generalizations of every entity expression used in the analyzed
documents, or a particular realization of an entity expression. In [21]
this concept is called entity name.
• Aspect expression: As for an entity expression, the aspect expression
is the actual word or phrase written by the user to denote or indicate
an aspect. Thus, aspects are also general concepts that comprise every
aspect expression. They are called aspect names by Bing Liu.
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It is then possible to define a model of an entity and a model of an opin-
ionated document. An entity ei is represented by itself as a whole and a finite
set of aspects, Ai = {ai1, ai2, ..., ain}. The entity can be expressed with any
one of a finite set of entity expressions EEi = {eei1, eei2, ..., eeis}. Each aspect
aij of Ai of entity ei can be expressed by any one of a finite set of aspect ex-
pressions AEij = {aeij1, aeij2, ..., aeijm}. On the other hand, an opinionated
document dk ∈ D contains opinions on a set of entities e1, e2, ..., er from a set
of opinion holders h1, h2, ..., hp. The opinions on each entity ei are expressed
on the entity itself and a subset Aik of its aspects.
[16] gives a good review of historical and state-of-the-art aspect-based
developments. The authors indicate that the process is commonly made up
of three distinct steps, which are also considered by Liu.
3.1. Aspect Identification
This stage aims to find and extract important topics in the text that will
then be used to summarize. In [14], Hu and Liu present a technique based
in NLP and statistics. In their proposal, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and
syntax tree parsing (or chunking) are used to find nouns and noun phrases
or NPs. Then, using frequent itemset mining, the most frequent nouns and
NPs are extracted. The extracted sets of nouns and NPs are then filtered
using special linguistic rules. These rules ensure that the terms inside those
aspects that are composed of more than one word are likely to represent real
objects together and also eliminate redundant aspects. They also extract
non-frequent aspects using an approach by finding nouns or NPs that appear
near to opinion words with high frequency. This approach does not extract
adjectives or any other kind of non-object aspects.
3.2. Sentiment Prediction
The next phase is sentiment prediction, to determine the sentiment ori-
entation on each aspect. Ding, Liu and Yu offer a lexicon and rule-based
approach in [8]. This method relies on a sentiment word dictionary that
contains a list of positive and negative words (called opinion words) that
are used to match terms in the opinionated text. Also, since other special
words might also change the orientation, special linguistic rules are proposed.
Among others, these rules consider negations words “no” or “not” and also
some common negation patterns. However, despite how simple these rules
might appear, it is important to handle them with care, because not all occur-
rences of such rules or word apparitions will always have the same meaning.
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In this context, rules developed by Ding, Liu and Yu include an aggregation
score function to determine the orientation of an aspect in a sentence com-
bining multiple opinion words. This function will be explained in detail in
section 4, since it will be used and extended by us.
3.3. Summary Generation
The last step is summary generation, to present processed results in a
simple manner. In this context, defined opinion quintuples are a good source
of information for generating quantitative summaries. In particular, Liu
defines a kind of summary called aspect-based opinion summary [13, 15],
that consists of bar charts that show the number of positive and negative
opinions about every aspect of one entity. [22], also proposes that the bar
charts could be used to compare a set of selected products, showing the
set of all aspects of the chosen products in the chart. In this case, each
bar above or below the x-axis can be displayed in two scales: (1) the actual
number of positive or negative opinions normalized with the maximal number
of opinions on any feature of any product and (2) the percent of positive or
negative opinions, showing the comparison in terms of percentages of positive
and negative reviews.
4. Proposed Extension
Our extension, based on the work of [26], takes Liu’s methods as a basis
and considers the same set of structured steps mentioned in section 3. Here,
we discuss issues on each one of the tree steps and explain our own approach
in the context of tourism product reviews.
4.1. Aspect expression extraction
As defined by Liu, aspects do not directly appear in a text but they exist
in the manner of aspect expressions. Accordingly, when trying to apply Liu’s
opinion model to extract opinions from real data, concepts can be somewhat
confusing or unclear. It is also unclear how aspects that appear more than
once in a document are managed. Having noticed these issues, a model to
build opinion tuples from an opinionated document has been developed here.
To make things simpler, consider a set of opinionated documents Di =
{di1, di2, ..., dim} about only one entity, ei. This seems a realistic assumption
since opinions are usually available in the form of product reviews on the Web.
Then, each opinionated document will correspond to a review or opinion
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given by holder hk in time tk. Let Sik be the set of all sentences in dik,
with Sik = {sij1, sij2..., sijn}. Opinions on ei in dik will be expressed on the
entity itself and on a subset Aik of its aspects. Similarly, each aspect of Aik
will appear on dik as a set of aspect expressions AEijk, subset of AEij. The
entity ei will appear as a subset of different entity expressions EEik ⊆ EEi.
Thus, the set EXDi is defined as the set of all aspect expressions of all
aspects and all entity expressions appearing in Di. A sentence is related to
one aspect expression or entity expression only if it appears in that sentence.
Next, sentiment orientation needs to be determined for each pair (ex, s) only
if any aspect expression or entity expression appears on it. After determining
sentiment orientation, hk and tk of the corresponding document dik should
simply be added in order to build each opinion tuple.
On the other hand, Liu’s proposal indicates that it seems reasonable that
frequently used nouns in product reviews are usually genuine and important
aspects expressions because when people comment on different aspects of a
product, the vocabulary that they use usually converges. Nevertheless, two
main reasons explain the fact that many different expressions could indicate
the same concept, particularly in the tourism domain:
• The economy principle in languages [36] indicates that they try to say
a lot using few words. For example, the sentence “The hotel has good
wifi.” corresponds to a lexicalization, where the original expression,
“The hotel has good Internet access through wifi.”, is shortened accord-
ing to the economy principle.
• Each language presents systems that organize its concepts, also pursu-
ing simplification. For that reason, many words in English (as in all
other languages) simply are hyponyms of a determined hypernym. A
hyponym is a word or phrase whose semantic field is included within
that of another word, its hypernym. For instances, scarlet, vermilion,
carmine, and crimson are all hyponyms of red (their hypernym), which
is, in turn, a hyponym of color [10].
In practice, finding the aspects that are evaluated in a set of opinionated
documents is a really complex task. In fact, detecting aspect expressions
from a set of documents with opinions should be a completely different task
than defining or finding the real aspects in them, because the amount of
possible expressions appearing in a text is really huge. Regarding this, we
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have already said that in tourism product reviews several expressions are in
fact used.
Another issue found in Liu’s proposals is related to the concepts of sen-
tence and word distance, that although widely used, are not clearly defined.
Despite deeper linguistic analysis, here we will define a sentence as an ordered
set of tokens, including words and punctuation. One token that appears in
two different positions must be considered twice, as the positions where they
appear are distinct. In other words, a sentence S will correspond to a set
of unique tuples (token, position). Positions can only be in N ∪ {0} and the
difference between two adjacent components must be 1. As such, the concept
of word distance between two elements of sentence S will correspond to the
difference of the positions of the two tokens in S.
WD(ta, tb) = |position(ta)− position(tb)| ta, tb ∈ S (1)
As WD(ta, tb) (Word Distance) is simply the absolute value of the differ-
ence between numbers in N ∪ {0}, Word Distance (ta,tb) is a metric on the
set S as it satisfies the conditions of non-negativity, identity of indiscernibles,
symmetry and triangle inequality. Note that the minimal distance between 2
elements in S is 1, and it occurs between adjacent elements. The maximum
distance corresponds to |S|+ 1.
Despite these definitions and formalizations, in this work we focused on
the task of determining the sentiment orientation at the aspect level, so here
we merely apply the technique developed by Hu and Liu in [14] to extract
frequent aspects. In other words, in an effort to make the rest of the analysis
simpler, we will be considering aspects expressions to be only nouns or sets
of nouns which we call explicit aspects expressions. We won’t extract implicit
nor not-frequent aspect expressions.
4.2. Determination of the Opinion Orientation
Taking the work of [8] as inspiration, a set of rules to determine the
sentence orientation was developed, always considering opinion words as a
basis.
4.2.1. Word Orientation Rules
In first place, we need to determine the orientation of each word in a
sentence. In order to do so, we propose algorithm 1. The algorithm applies
a set of linguistic rules, which are explained below.
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Algorithm 1 Word Orientation
1: if word is in opinion words then
2: mark(word)
3: orientation← Apply Opinion Word Rule(marked word)
4: else
5: if word is in neutral words then
6: mark(word)
7: orientation← 0
8: end if
9: end if
10: if word is near a too word then
11: orientation← Apply Too Rules(orientation)
12: end if
13: if word is near a negation word then
14: orientation← Apply Negation Rules(orientation)
15: end if
16: return orientation
• Word Rules: Positive opinion words will intrinsically have a score of
1, denoting a normalized positive orientation, while negative ones will
have associated a score of −1. Every noun and adjective in each sen-
tence that is not an opinion word will have an intrinsic score of 0 and
will be called neutral word.
• Negation Rules: A negation word or phrase usually reverses the opinion
expressed in a sentence. Consequently, opinion words or neutral words
that are affected by negations need to be specially treated. Three rules
must be applied: Negation Negative → Positive, Negation Positive
→ Negative and Negation Neutral → Negative. Negation words and
phrases include: “no”, “not”, “never”, “n’t”, “dont”, “cant”, “didnt”,
“wouldnt”, “havent”, “shouldnt” (misspellings are here intentional).
Also, some negation patterns are considered, including stop + vb-ing,
quit + vb-ing and cease + to + vb.
• Too Rules: Sentences where words “too”, “excessively” or “overly” ap-
pear, are also handled specially. When an opinion word or a neutral
word appears near one of the mentioned terms, denoted too words, its
orientation will always be Negative (score = −1).
4.2.2. Aspect Orientation Rules
Having mentioned rules that help in determining each word orientation in
a sentence, it is now explained how all these orientations should be combined
to determine the final orientation of a sentence on a particular aspect. Our
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proposal is summarized in algorithm 2 and it only considers words marked as
opinion words or neutral words, which we call marked words, as they are the
only ones that will provide the orientation for each sentence. The detailed
process is explained below.
Algorithm 2 Opinion Orientation
1: if but word is in sentence then
2: orientation ← Opinion Orientation(aspect,marked words,but clause)
3: if orientation 6= 0 then
4: return orientation
5: else
6: orientation ← Opinion Orientation(aspect,marked words,not but clause)
7: if orientation 6= 0 then
8: return -1 × orientation
9: else
10: return 0
11: end if
12: end if
13: else
14: for all aspect position in aspect do
15: for all aspect word in aspect position do
16: for all word in marked words do
17: suborientation += Word Orientation(word)
WD(aspect word,word)
18: end for
19: orientation += suborientation
20: end for
21: final orientation += orientation
22: end for
23: if final orientation > 0 then
24: return 1
25: else
26: if final orientation < 0 then
27: return -1
28: else
29: return 0
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
• Aspect Words Aggregation Rule: Let s be a sentence that contains the
set of aspect expressions A = {a1, ..., am}, each one of them appearing
only one time in s. Also, let AWi be the set of words that comprise
aspect ai, where AWi = {awi1, awi2, ...awin}. Each awij will be called
aspect word and it will correspond to an aspect expression ai. If scores
for each opinion word and neutral word in s are known, score for each
awij in s is given by the following aggregation function:
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score(awij , s) =
∑
owj∈s
score(owj)
WD(owj , awij)
(2)
Where owj is an opinion word or neutral word in s, WD(owj, awij) is
the word distance between the aspect word awij and the opinion word
owj in s. Line 17 implements this formula in algorithm 2. We take
this function from [8]; however, their proposition lacked an explanation
of how the function should be applied to aspect expressions that are
composed of more than one word (which we call compound). We have
seen that in tourism product reviews some aspect expressions are in fact
compound. For instance, in the sentence “The hotel had a poor view
of the beautiful lake.” an aspect expression that should be extracted by
Liu’s algorithms is lake view. However, Liu’s proposal does not explain
how the orientation on this aspect should be obtained in the sentence.
In order to consider these cases, we propose that the formula should
not be used for each aspect expression but rather for each word in each
expression. These orientations are aggregated according to the next
rule.
• Aspect Aggregation Rule: For each compound aspect expression ai in s,
its orientation will be calculated considering the scores of all the words
that compose it, awij ∈ AWi, according to the following equation,
which is implemented in line 19 of algorithm 2.
score(ai, s) =
∑
awij∈AWi
score(awij , s) (3)
• Position Aggregation Rule: We have also seen that in tourism product
reviews aspect expressions could appear more than once in a sentence.
This case is not covered by Liu’s proposals, but here we need a method
to cover these cases. Supposing that ai appears t times in s and knowing
the score of each aspect expression appearance aki , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, we
propose that the final score of ai, or fscore(ai, s), should be calculated
by simply adding the values of the scores of all the ai appearances in s
, according to the following equation.
fscore(ai, s) =
t∑
k=1
score(aki , s) (4)
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The formula appears in line 21 of algorithm 2. Note that when ai only
appears one time in s, fscore(ai, s) = score(ai, s). Finally, lines 23
- 31 show how the orientation is computed according to the fscore
of each aspect expression. If fscore(ai, s) is positive, the opinion is
considered positive on ai (lines 23 and 24) and if it is negative, the
opinion is considered negative on ai (lines 26 and 27). If none of these
cases occur, the sentence is considered neutral (line 29).
• But Clauses Rules: We use exactly the same rule proposed in [8]. This
rule states that when a but word b (including the word but or any
synonym) appears in sentence s, s must be broken into two segments,
the one before and the one after b. If the orientation of any aspect word
awij appearing in the sentence segment after b is zero, its orientation
should then be determined using the segment before b, but assigning
the opposite result. We realized that a little ambiguity existed since
in some of these cases awij could appear outside of the considered
segment. Here, we simply propose that awij must be added at the final
position of the corresponding segment in order to avoid the consistency
issue. Lines 1 - 12 in algorithm 2 apply this rule.
4.3. Summarization
Liu’s proposal seems fairly simple and effective for summarizing opinions.
However, it lacks a robust way of measuring the importance of each evalu-
ated aspect. In [13], aspects are ranked according to the frequency of their
appearances in the reviews, but it is also declared that other types of rank-
ings are also possible, like ranking aspects according to the number of reviews
that express positive or negative opinions. Here, we attempt to measure the
importance of each aspect simultaneously using the amount of positive and
negative opinions of it. We also use that measure to rank aspects. The un-
derlying assumption is that an aspect that has a lot of positive and negative
opinions will be more important, since the high number of opinions of both
orientations might indicate that customers are very interested in that aspect.
In this way the total number of times that an aspect appears is not only con-
sidered in measuring importance, but also the dispersion in the number of
positive and negative opinions. Let Pi and Ni be the number of positive and
negative opinions on aspect ai, i ∈ {1, ... n}. Then, PScorei and NScorei
will be the min-max normalized values of Pi and Ni, respectively. With this,
we calculate the standard deviation of these scores using:
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AV Scorei =
PScorei + NScorei
2
(5)
STDScorei =
√
(PScorei −AvScorei)2 + (NScorei −AvScorei)2)
2
(6)
We define our new measure for each aspect expression ai, called Relative
Importance, as the min-max normalized value of its STDScorei. We propose
that aspect-based summaries should include bar charts and a table that shows
the actual values of PScorei, NScorei and Relative Importance for each
aspect expression. As we will see in section 6, since we plan to show the
opinion mining results to users in our system, this measure will play an
important role in assuring that the information we show is clean and appears
with little noise.
5. System Architecture
As introduced in [25], our system was designed using a modular pro-
gramming paradigm. Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture. The main
functionalities are described in the following paragraphs.
The Data Collection Module (DCM) is in charge of obtaining opinions
from a set of given Web sources. This module simply consists of a set of Web
crawlers, which must be source-specific. The crawlers parse HTML webpages
containing opinions and pre-process the results, generating comma-separated
CSV files containing the downloaded opinionated documents.
The Opinion Mining Module (OMM) implements the proposed aspect-
based opinion mining algorithms on a given set of opinionated documents.
Each opinionated document is separated into sentences, which are then split
into tokens; POS tagging and syntactic chunking methods are then applied.
Two different tasks need to be performed, aspect extraction and orientation
determination, for which two sub-modules are included:
• Aspect Extraction Sub-Module: in charge of applying the aspect ex-
traction algorithm to a set of POS-tagged sentences. As we already
said, this algorithm is based on [14], which uses the most frequent
nouns and NPs to extract aspects.
• Orientation Determination Sub-Module: This sub-module applies the
algorithms presented in section 4 to determine the orientation of an
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Figure 1: General design of our system.
opinion on a given aspect. It also extracts the set of adjectives that
appeared near each aspect.
The Results Visualization Module (RVM) is the visible portion of the
application and interacts directly with the user. Users can give opinion data
to the system which can then be used to apply the opinion mining process.
Results include the following features:
• Aspect-Based summaries: Bar charts, in which each bar measures the
number of positive and negative mentions of each attribute or com-
ponent of one product. Bars are initially sorted according to Relative
Importance.
• Adjective bubble charts: Nearby adjectives in all sentences where an
aspect appears are shown in a bubble chart. The size of each bubble
counts the times that each adjective is used to describe the aspect.
• Original opinions: A list of all original sentences is also displayed in an
ad-hoc manner, separating them into positive or negative.
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The system also provides a tagging interface that helps users to extract
opinions from the opinionated documents and alter the algorithm’s results.
This functionality appears in a special menu that does not interfere with
the rest of the specifications. In addition, after applying the opinion mining
algorithms, the system offers an interface that lets users see the list of the
extracted aspect and select the ones that he really wishes to save. We in-
cluded these two functionalities to receive relevance feedback from our users.
Thus, choices and operations performed by users are stored and then used
to improve the system performance.
The Performance Evaluation Module (PEM) is in charge of delivering a
set of indexes that evaluates the performance of the opinion mining algo-
rithms. In order to do this, the system allows users to elaborate and then
provide specially annotated corpora, following the structure that appears in
figure 2. To facilitate the annotation process, guidelines and examples are
also offered. The annotation technique follows the spirit of what Liu proposes
in [13, 8]. As a result, three tasks can be evaluated by comparing the extrac-
tion process results with the provided corpora: (1) Explicit aspect extraction,
to measure the effectiveness of the explicit aspect extraction algorithm, (2)
Subjectivity classification, to evaluate the effectiveness of opinion sentence
extraction and (3) Sentiment classification, to measure the accuracy of the
orientation prediction of each aspect expression in each sentence (ex, s), for
the positive class. We believe that the service provided by this module is
crucial when trying to understand the usefulness of the system within a par-
ticular topic or domain. To the best of our knowledge, this represents an
important difference between ours and other existing tools.
Finally, the Data Persistence Module or DPM manages all the database
operations and constitutes a model layer for the whole system. The data
layer is implemented using two relational models, which support all the data
that needs to be stored.
6. Experiments and Industry Application
In this section, we show a real case application where the proposed design
was implemented using Python. The application encompasses the situation
in the Lake District, where tourism operators lack tools to understand what
their customers want or need. We also used our application and the data
we collected to generate datasets (linguistic corpora) to evaluate the per-
formance of the opinion mining algorithms implemented in the OMM. Our
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Figure 2: Example sentences of an annotated corpora.
study used the NLTK 6 libraries for the NLP tasks in the OMM and the
Django Framework 7 for the RVM.
6.1. Algorithm performance evaluation
In the first place, using the DCM, we downloaded all the reviews from
hotels and restaurants originally written in English about the Lake District
in TripAdvisor. We obtained a total of 1,435 reviews and saved them in two
different CSV files, as defined in the design. In order to generate the anno-
tated corpora to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, we randomly
selected 100 restaurant and hotel reviews. Later, each review was tokenized
into sentences using the unsupervised machine learning algorithm proposed in
[17]. Finally, each sentence was manually annotated following our guidelines
(for details see our corpora material8.) Sentences that seemed ambiguous or
really difficult to tag were discussed with a second human annotator, an ex-
pert in linguistics. Once an agreement was achieved, the sentence was tagged
according to that agreement. This marks an important difference between
this study and other tagging procedures commonly carried out in literature,
where different annotators tag the same corpus separately and only once the
annotation procedure has finished are different results of the same corpus
compared to define the final choice. This different approach was used here
6http://nltk.org
7https://www.djangoproject.com
8http://wi.dii.uchile.cl/publications/corpora_material.rar
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due to time constraints, since it seemed more efficient and was worth trying
as a contribution to research in this field.
Table 1 gives a general description of the generated corpora. In both
cases, almost 80% of the sentences contained opinions. This shows that
opinionated sentences represent an important fraction of the total sentences,
which somewhat validates the use of TripAdvisor as a source of opinions
for tourism product reviews. Nevertheless, as expected, non-opinionated
sentences are also a considerable number, consequently introducing noise
into the opinion-extraction process.
Corpus Hotels Restaurants
Reviews 100 100
Total Sentences 789 470
Opinion Sentences 609 368
Opinion Sentences/Sentences 77.19% 78.3%
Table 1: Corpora Details.
Table 2 gives details about the aspect expressions that were manually
extracted. Following our notation, we call those expressions that appear in
the manner of nouns or NPs in a sentence explicit aspect expressions and
implicit aspect expressions to all other cases. Results show that in both
corpora explicit aspect expressions are the most common ones, representing
around 70% of all the extracted expressions. When some aspects expressions
appear in both an explicit and implicit manner, they were considered as
explicit. On the other hand, extracted aspect expressions that are purely
implicit are also an important number, being almost 20% in both cases. A
simple review showed that most of these aspects were indicated by adjectives.
A further analysis of the datasets consisted in finding the best-fitting dis-
tribution of the number of sentences for each case. Figure 3 shows the charts
with the best fitting discrete distributions and their parameters, obtained
using maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE). As can be seen, for both cases
the best-fitting distribution was Negative Binomial. This shows that the
tourism product reviews on the Web present strong similarities regardless
of the specific product that is studied. The fact that EMV parameters were
slightly different for each case was consistent with the differences in the num-
ber of sentences for each case (see table 1) that we had observed in our first
analysis.
We implemented all the PEM specifications and then evaluated how the
proposed opinion mining algorithms perform when applied to tourism prod-
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Figure 3: Charts showing the best-fitting discrete distributions for the number of sentences
in each corpus. The chart on the left corresponds to the hotels corpus, the one on the
right shows results for the restaurants corpus.
Aspect Type
Hotels Corpus Restaurants Corpus
Number Percentage Number Percentage
Explicit 229 73.87% 161 67.93%
Explicit and Implicit 30 9.68% 26 10.97%
Implicit 51 16.45% 50 21.1%
Total 310 100% 237 100%
Table 2: Detail on aspects found in corpora.
uct reviews using our corpora. Here, we present the best general performance
obtained by doing a sensitivity analysis regarding the most sensitive param-
eter - the minimum support rule to extract aspect expressions as defined in
[14]. Precision, Recall and F-measure were calculated for six different val-
ues of this parameter for each task. Then, the best model was chosen using
F-measure. Table 3 shows the obtained values.
Corpus Hotels Restaurants Average
Index P R P R P R F-m
Explicit Aspect Extraction 33% 29% 42% 37% 38% 33% 36%
Subjectivity Classification 79% 93% 81% 88% 80% 91% 85%
Sentiment Classification 89% 93% 91% 93% 90% 93% 92%
Table 3: Performance results.
These results show that performance on the aspect extraction task is fairly
poor in the tourism domain. The algorithm is only capable of extracting
almost 30% of the total explicit expressions for hotels and almost 40% for
restaurants. Moreover, a high percentage of the extracted expressions do not
correspond to real aspect expressions for both cases. On the other hand,
sentiment classification shows fairly good results, but in this case most of the
possible conclusions are difficult to prove because this task was only evaluated
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for those aspect expressions that were extracted. Since these expressions are
somewhat the simplest ones, determining the sentiment orientation on them
may be easier. Consequently, Precision and Recall could decrease when all
aspect expressions are considered.
Results also support the properties of tourism product reviews presented
in section 1. These stories in which reviewers mention objects that do not
correspond to attributes or components of the product may explain the low
precision obtained for the explicit aspect extraction task in both cases. For
instance, in the case of hotels, users commonly refer to objects like time, day
and city, which, although relevant for stories, tell nothing about the hotel.
Also, nouns and NP sets that do not occur with relative high frequencies will
probably need some special treatment in order to be extracted, keeping in
mind that many expressions can be used to refer to the same aspect. In [14],
authors proposed a method to extract these infrequent aspect expressions
by exploiting their relationships with frequent opinion words. Here, this
method was not considered since in their case, the extracted infrequent aspect
expressions only represented an improvement of 15% for Recall, at the cost
of decreasing Precision by almost 7%. However, given the poor results that
have been obtained, it seems interesting to evaluate how this step would
improve or worsen performance in this case. On the other hand, as stated
in [14] the reason that probably explains Precision being a little lower than
Recall in the task of subjectivity classification is the fact that there are many
non-opinionated sentences in tourism product reviews. Since the algorithm
labels some of these sentences as opinion sentences because they contain
both product aspect expressions and some opinion words, Precision decreases.
Nevertheless, although these sentences may not show strong user opinions
toward the product features, they may still be beneficial and useful [14].
6.2. Comparing with Liu’s Approach
Average performance results were computed by simply averaging the re-
sults obtained by the best model on both corpora. Table 4 compares these
results with the performance obtained by Bing Liu.
From the results in Table 4, an important improvement in relation to the
task of extracting subjective sentences can be noticed. In Liu’s case, the
average recall of opinion sentence extraction is nearly 70%, while the average
precision of the same task is 64%. Here, although Precision increased by 10%,
the most important improvement is in Recall, in this case 25% higher. On
the other hand, sentiment classification shows an improvement, being higher
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Index Precision Recall F-Measure
Name Here B. Liu Here B. Liu Here B. Liu
Explicit Aspect Extraction / P-support
pruning [14]
38% 79% 33% 67% 36% 73% *
Subjectivity Classification / Opinion
Sentence Detection [14]
80% 64% 91% 69% 85% 67% *
Sentiment Classification (without 0) /
Sentiment Classification [8]
90% 91% 93% 90% 92% 90%
Table 4: Average performance obtained in both corpora, compared with Liu’s results.
Values not directly given by Liu, obtained using Precision and Recall from [14] and [8].
than in Liu’s case. Finally, the fact that the aspect extraction task gets poor
results, with a decrease of nearly 40% using Liu’s unextended approach on
tourism product reviews, confirms that the features that we found in the
domain need to be specially considered in order to get good results.
6.3. Summarization Evaluation
Since we intend to show the extracted aspects to users, it is also important
to evaluate how the RVM performs. Our Django web-based implementation
of the RVM shows aspect-based summaries in which, besides bar charts for
each entity in the system, a table shows the actual values of the Positive
Score, Negative Score and Relative Importance for each aspect expression.
Figure 4 shows an example. By clicking the name of each column, the table
and the bar chart are sorted according to the clicked column (each click
alternates between an ascending or descending sort.)
By clicking one aspect expression, the user is redirected to a page showing
specific information about it. These pages show the corresponding adjective
bubble charts, which are built using the two nearest adjectives. As it is pos-
sible to see in figure 5, the chart really offers valuable information, indicating
that tourists in TripAdvisor tend to describe the lake view using strong pos-
itive adjectives, such as nice, great and beautiful. As mentioned before, the
RVM also offers users an interface to select the aspects to be saved; figure
6 shows how this interface looks. Considering the low obtained performance
in the aspect extraction task, this functionality became crucial in this case.
For the evaluation, we first consider the problem of aspect extraction
from the perspective of Information Retrieval and measure precision at k of
the extracted aspects, according to their Relative Importance. As shown in
table 5, results prove that this measure ensures that users see aspects with
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Figure 4: Bar chart for hotels in lake District. Aspects are ordered according to relative
importance in a descending manner.
minimum noise. Since the task of sentiment classification has a fairly good
performance, we then have empirical evidence that bar charts showing the
top k aspect expressions deliver accurate and true information to users.
Precision at Hotels Restaurants Average
10 100% 90% 95%
15 73,33% 93,3% 83%
20 75% 90% 83%
Table 5: Precision at k first aspect expressions, according to Relative Importance.
Finally, since we wanted to know if the system is able to solve the pro-
posed problem, we interviewed and surveyed a group of 27 Lake District
tourism operators, who navigated through the charts as disposed on the
website www.patagonialoslagos.cl. In relation to bar charts, 45% of the
users completely understood the meaning of each bar without any additional
explanation, while for bubble charts most of the users needed help under-
standing the meaning of the size of each bubble. In general, the charts were
difficult to understand mostly for those users that were less familiar with
technology or for those that had problems with English. However, results
showed that most of the users (almost 80%) considered that the system adds
valuable information to their business.
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Figure 5: Proposed bubble charts for the aspect expression lake view of hotels.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this study, we present a generic design of a tourism opinion mining
system that aims to be useful in many industries. The core of our system is
an extension of Bing Liu’s aspect-based opinion mining technique.
On the one hand, the non-tailored algorithm for aspect expressions ex-
traction, based on frequent nouns and NPs appearing in reviews, achieved
a poor performance in the tourism domain. This result shows that, in fact,
multiple expressions are used to denote the same attribute or component of
a tourism product in reviews. Therefore, not only the most frequent words
need to be considered when extracting aspect expressions in order to achieve
a better recall for this task. Likewise, the fact that users tend to tell stories
when writing reviews about tourism products led to poor precision in the
task of extracting aspect expressions since in reviews a lot of objects that are
not components or attributes of the product are mentioned. In this context,
our proposal in sorting the shown aspects according to their Relative Impor-
tance proved to successfully overcome this problem, ensuring that users see
information with minimum noise.
Conversely, the application of NLP rules for determining semantic orien-
tation proved to be very effective for extracted aspect expressions, achieving
an average Precision and Recall of 90%. Since aspect expressions that were
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Figure 6: RVM interface to select aspect expressions to be saved in the system.
extracted only represent a small percentage of the ones that were manually
detected, the method needs to be tested for all possible expressions on the
topic of tourism in order to give a more conclusive analysis. Also, the good
results obtained for the orientation prediction task contribute to ensure that
users see noise free information on our system. Thus, the improvement on
the performance on both subjectivity and sentiment classification tasks shows
that the special rules that were developed by us for the tourism domain are
well oriented and allow a better understanding of opinions on that partic-
ular domain. However, an important downside of these rules is be the fact
that they are not sub-domain sensitive. In the tourism domain, this could
represent a major problem since a lot of opinions could imply a positive or
negative sentiment depending on the product the opinion is given on.
On a different topic, we realized that the opinion annotation task could
easily become very complex. Nevertheless, through the participation of a
linguistics expert in the process it was possible to more accurately understand
how opinions are given by users and how opinion linguistic corpora should
be elaborated. Documenting any corpora with all the assumptions, rules,
techniques or methodologies that were used when generating the input texts
or annotating is a key factor to a better understanding for those who may use
those corpora. This was a main downside found in Liu’s case, considering that
in the opinions domain any annotation process will always be a somewhat
subjective task.
In conclusion, this work has successfully extended an existing aspect-
based mining approach in order to apply it to the tourism domain, partic-
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ularly, to opinions available on the Web in the manner of tourism products
reviews. As a result of the new and more complex NLP-based rules that we
developed for both subjective and sentiment classification, our extension is
able to perform better than Liu’s model, improving both Accuracy and Re-
call for the mentioned tasks. The effectiveness of these rules shows that the
features that we detected on tourism products, such as sentences including
multiple mentions of the product or the presence of a high number of sen-
tences containing no opinions, are an accurate characterization of the domain
and that they should be considered in future work on the field for a good
performance. Likewise, the use of a non-tailored approach for aspect extrac-
tion, which led a poor performance, reinforces the importance to consider
the special features that exist on this domain.
Finally, in this paper we have also used our proposals to successfully im-
plement a system and tackle the issues in the Lake District tourism industry,
in the south of Chile. The feedback given by the system users showed that
our summarization and visualization charts, which were also proposed as a
part of our extension, are easy to understand and give actual insights about
opinion, proving how useful and powerful our tool is. Our design and models
for aspect-based opinion can be used in many possible applications in the
tourism domain. Benefits that may arise entail both tourists and service
providers.
7.1. Future Work
For future work, the primary objective should be to improve Recall on the
task of aspect expression extraction, finding infrequent and implicit aspect
expressions. Some methods to do so, including the one proposed in [8], have
already been developed in literature but their implementation was here left
for the future. Likewise, to improve the Precision of the same task, all the
extracted expressions that are not components or attributes of a product need
to be filtered. In this context, the use of ontologies as in [3], [38] and [34], or
other methods of studying relations between words, such as the one proposed
in [30] or in [2], could also be very useful to filter undesired expressions.
On the other hand, we have seen that tourism product reviews contain
an important number of sentences that have no opinions. These sentences
need to be filtered since they introduce noise to the opinion mining process.
This also includes the problem of analyzing context and domain-dependent
opinions. New methods to determine subjectivity or sentiment orientation
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need to be tested on the tourism domain in order to improve the performance
of this tasks.
Future work should also tackle the problem of transforming aspect ex-
pressions into aspects. This is a difficult problem yet a crucial feature for
any system like ours, because presenting aspect expressions to users implies
redundancy and makes the analysis more complex. Here, the objective is to
build or use ontologies, hierarchies or clusters of aspect expressions to make
the system become easier to navigate and more intuitive for users.
Finally, a another extension of this work implies working with tourism
products reviews written in different languages. Some of the NLP tasks
that are used by our system, including sentence and word tokenizers, are
generally machine leaning algorithms that need to be properly trained in
order to generate good results. The vast availability of data in English to
train these models contrasts with a relative scarcity for other languages.
Therefore, there is an immense room for future work on this area.
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